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OMS
Open Monetary System
(OMS) is a decentralised
finance ecosystem
designed to leverage elastic
supply mechanisms to allow
for exposure to derivatives
of real-world assets.

ABSTRACT
Decentralised Finance (DeFi) has rapidly
emerged as a means to allow anyone global
access to markets that would not be typically
available in traditional finance systems. Built
on immutable blockchain technology, DeFi
has enabled a global audience to access
a range of financial instruments including
lending, borrowing, and decentralised
trading that have previously been restricted
by jurisdiction or locality.
OMS seeks to add to the DeFi ecosystem
by introducing an Ethereum based suite of
products that allow for the virtualisation of
real-world assets into crypto derivatives.
Trading of these derivatives in a completely
decentralised contract form allows for
users to speculate on the rise or fall in value
of global assets from a range of financial
markets including commodities, forex and
crypto currencies.
This paper describes the economic design,
supply dynamics and token economics
supporting the OMS ecosystem.
Whilst supported by sound economic
theoretical analysis, the token dynamics
have not been used by any other existing
protocol. This paper simply describes the
functionality of the protocol, and does not
solicit or recommend any investment into the
project.
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VALUE
PROPOSITION
OMS mission is to completely reinvent the
world’s financial system, merging the scale and
familiarity of the traditional economy with the
security, efficiency and transparency inherent
in the public blockchain. OMS technology can
enable the user to “own the whole experience
in that they are their own bank, using their own
assets as collateral.”
The OMS Asset Index (OMS AI) can be used to
speculate on the value of assets that have been
traditionally inaccessible to normal investors,
for example the price of raw materials or
minerals. Essentially, instead of trusting money
to third-parties, users will be able to securely
control where their money sits and how they
use it, taking a view on emerging global trends.
The following differentiate OMS in comparison
to many general DeFi offerings available today;
•

OMS provides truly decentralised access to
a broad range of real-world markets.

•

OMS combines the benefits of Elastic
Supply including price stability with
innovative yield generation that will
continuously build value.

•

OMS has successfully achieved coding
security authentication exceeding minimum
standards.

•

OMS liquidity is ‘locked in’ for a minimum of
12 months ensuring piece of mind to users
that the ecosystem is built for the long
term.

•

OMS enables users to earn through coin
supply AND high yield via the Reserve.

•

OMS is backed by a team of professionals
with a wealth of experience in the
technology and software development
space.
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OMS ECOSYSTEM DESIGN
OMS
An Ethereum based elastic
supply token designed to
rebase (inflate/deflate)
supply through automated
distribution proportional to
percentage of supply held.
Designed to be balanced
against USD, the issuance
is always correlated to the
USD denominated price at a
given point in time.

OMSX
An Ethereum based
token designed to reward
holders through multiple
forms of yield. Including
a percentage of all
transactions in the token.
OMSX token holders will
receive up to 80% of all
fees generated through
the OMS Asset Index.

OMS Asset Index (AI)
The OMS Asset Index enables
the decentralised trading
of derivatives. Designed
to be indexed to existing
markets / indices, OMS AI
allows for price speculation,
risk management and other
trading strategies against a
range of assets.
OMS AI generates fees
through the use of innovative
spread management
techniques, with fees returned
to OMSX token Liquidity
Providers.
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OMS provides the base
token for the ecosystem
and will provide utility
through being traded as a
pair to assets in the OMS
Asset Index.

OMS Reserve
The core of the OMS yield
generation function is the
Reserve. The Reserve is
a yield aggregator that
uses multiple strategies to
maximize the interest rate
returned on locked assets.
The total value locked (TVL)
into the Reserve can be
used to invest in services
such as Compound, Aave
etc.
Initially seeded by the
OMS Team, The Reserve
will provide liquidity to the
OMS Asset Index and return
rewards to OMSX Liquidity
Providers.
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OMS TOKEN
The OMS token is built on the Elastic Supply
concepts initially developed by Ampleforth
(AMPL) as a means to derive a decentralised
stable-coin by offering price stability in
exchange for supply volatility. The OMS team
acknowledges the Ampleforth team for the
implementation of the elastic supply system
and the underlying concepts of rebasing
(inflating, deflating supply) in the Ethereum
network.
Further to the AMPL implementation, the
rebasing function is inherent in a number of
existing crypto-currencies that have been
designed with an elastic supply, including
variants such as randomized rebasing
implemented by RMPL.

The OMS team considered the use of a
randomised supply adjustment mechanism
to minimise potential exposure to price
manipulation. Given that the supply elasticity
is calculated based on an average of prices
measured throughout the prevailing period,
the team has deemed that this is not
necessary.
As the intention is to provide investors with
full transparency of the supply adjustment
mechanism, all price measurements and
calculations will be made available to the
community and supply will be adjusted at a
fixed time daily.

Multi-currency Price Peg
The OMS token is designed to be pegged to USD, however in consideration of inflationary/
deflationary pressures and the adjustments of the value in USD relative to other leading
currencies. The supply peg will be adjusted based on the relative strength of the USD against
other global currencies, namely EURO, GBP, YEN and YUAN. The relative strength is measured
as an average of monthly exchange rate movements for the USD against these currencies. For
example, the following table provides an example of currency movements from the 29/02/2020
to 31/03/2021 and the effect it would have on the OMS reference pegs.
USD

EURO

GBP

YEN

YUAN

29/02/20

1.00

0.8213110

0.7447450

103.7741290

6.5401340

31/03/21

1.00

0.8221540

0.7331310

103.7955320

6.4748350

0.10%

-1.58%

0.02%

-1.01%

Movement

Average

-0.62%

The average movement in the global reference rates of -0.62% represents a relative weakening of
the USD (lower purchasing power of the dollar in global terms) and therefore the OMS reference
peg would be adjusted as highlighted in the following table:
OMS

UPPER

LOWER

29/02/20

1.00

1.05

0.95

31/03/21

1.00

1.056

0.955

ADJUSTMENT

0.62%
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Supply Adjustment Mechanism
The OMS supply adjustment function is similar to the rebasing mechanisms used by other elastic
supply currencies. The OMS token is designed to be pegged to USD, with fluctuations in supply
used to moderate price inflation/deflation.
Price thresholds (lower and upper) provide the basis for the supply adjustments.
•

A price higher than the upper price threshold results in supply inflation.

•

A price lower than the lower price threshold results in supply deflation.

•

A price in between the thresholds is determined to be in parity and will result in no supply
adjustment.

The adjustment to supply is calculated as:
%Adjustment = (Current Price – Base Price * 100) / 10
For example, consider the chart highlighted below, based on the prices highlighted the supply
adjustment each day would be calculated as:
Day

Qty Held

Price ($)

Above UP

Below LP

%Adjustment

Add Qty

Start

1000

1.00

No

No

0%

0

1

1000

1.25

Yes

No

2.5%

25

2

1025

0.70

No

Yes

-3%

-30.75

3

994.25

1.35

Yes

No

3.5%

34.8

4

1029.05

0.80

No

Yes

-2%

20.58

5

1008.47

1.00

No

No

0%

0

1.50
1.45
1.40

C

1.35
1.30
1.25

Supply
Inflation

A

1.20
1.15

Price (P)

1.10
E

Upper Price Threshold (UP) 1.05
Base Price (BP) 1.00

Parity

Lower Price Threshold (LP) 0.95

Holders of OMS own a percentage
of the overall supply and supply
adjustments are applied to all
wallets including OMS Tokens held
by Liquidity Providers and the OMS
Reserve.

0.90
0.85
0.80

D

0.75
0.70

B

Supply

0.65

Deflation

0.60
0.55
0.50
1

2

3
Day
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This is important to note as supply
adjustments to the Reserve form
the basis of the yield generation
function of the OMS ecosystem.
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OMSX TOKEN
The OMSX Token provides holders with a share of future revenues generated through the OMS
ecosystem. Initiated with low supply, OMSX tokens will be distributed through the staking of
OMS and OMSX over a 12-month period. Once distribution is completed OMSX token has been
designed to be deflationary through the introduction of a burn mechanism.

OMSX Automatic
distribution of transaction
fees
The OMSX contract has been designed such
that each transaction involving OMSX incurs
a 2% fee, with all transaction fees generated
in each block to be rewarded to token holders
proportional to their holding.

OMSX Share of the Asset
Index Revenues
On establishment of the OMS Asset Index,
80% of all revenues generated will be returned
to OMSX token holders. The OMS AI section of
this document further describes the revenue
generation mechanisms.

A burn mechanism has been established such
that 20% of the fees are distributed to a burn
wallet and locked permanently, effectively
removing the rewarded tokens from the
circulating supply.

80%

OMSX
Private
Wallets
(Circulating
Supply)

Transaction Fees
2% fee levied on
all transactions
distributed to
OMSX Wallets

20%

OMSX Burn
Wallet
(locked
Supply)
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OMS RESERVE
The core of the OMS yield generation function is the Reserve. The Reserve is a store of value
based on an initial locked supply of 25% of the USDC raised through the Presale, 100,000 OMS
and 1,000 OMSX. Initially seeded with capital supplied by the OMS team, the Reserve provides
perpetual rewards for OMS ecosystem holders and liquidity to the OMS AI.

Yield Generation

Liquidity Pools

A key differentiator is the capability to generate
additional yield for holders immediately, this yield is
in addition to inflation through the token demand and
elastic supply adjustments of OMS or the automatic
fee distribution of OMSX as described in the previous
sections.

•

To enable trading of OMS tokens,
an OMS/USDC liquidity pool has
been created in Uniswap. The
total value in liquidity is 50% of
the USDC raised through the
Presale and the equivalent supply
in OMS to achieve a starting price
of $1.00. This has been locked for
a period of 12 months.

•

To enable trading of OMSX
tokens, an OMSX/USDC liquidity
pool has been created in Uniswap.
The total value in liquidity is 50%
of the USDC raised through the
Presale and the equivalent supply
in OMSX to achieve a starting
price of $100.00. This has been
locked for a period of 12 months.

The token economics have been designed such that
at initiation two pools are created for each token. This
dual pool structure is shown in the following figure
and provides for a mechanism to generate immediate
yield for liquidity providers.

USDC Deposit

Reserve

External
Lending

(Yield)

OMS/
OMSX

OMS to
Reserve

OMS to LP

USDC to
Reserve

USDC
USDC to LP

Yield returned to Liquidity Providers

USDC Yield

Liquidity
Pool
(Trade)
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In addition to initial locked liquidity, a
liquidity mining program is available
whereby Liquidity Providers can stake
and earn rewards. Staking is available
for variable periods in exchange
for higher rewards (e.g., a 3-month
lock receives a proportionally higher
reward). Please refer to the website
for further details.

Wallet
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OMS / OMSX Tokens in the
Reserve

•

The USDC returned is deposited for yield
generation purposes.

•

The conversion of additional supply to
USDC moderates the price back to parity,
whilst locking value generated through
periods of supply inflation.

The Reserve on initiation holds a locked
supply of 25% of the USDC raised through the
Presale, 100,000 OMS and 1000 OMSX.

Locked Value Generation - OMS

Locked Value Generation - OMSX

The 100,000 OMS is subject to the same
supply adjustment mechanisms as all other
wallets. Therefore, the number of OMS in the
Reserve is designed to grow at the same rate
as the Liquidity Pool.

OMSX does not have a rebasing supply
adjustment mechanism, however additional
tokens are received through the Automated
Fee Distribution mechanism. Similar to the
conversion mechanism for OMS any increase
in supply will be used to compound USDC
growth.

A key difference is the treatment of OMS in
the Reserve during periods of supply inflation/
deflation, rather than compound the growth of
OMS in the Reserve, any increase in supply will
be traded back to USDC moderating the price
and compounding USDC growth.
•

•

When the supply increases (price is above
the upper threshold), the Reserve balance
will also increase.
The increased supply will be traded back
to USDC.

•

When fees are received the OMSX Reserve
balance will increase.

•

The increased supply will be traded back
to USDC.

•

The USDC returned is deposited for yield
generation purposes.

•

This mechanism is the same as described
in the above figure, however with OMSX,
USDC Interest Yield from the Reserve will
be used to buyback OMSX at intervals to
provide price support.

This mechanism is described in the following figure.

Liquidity
Pool
trade

Wallet

OMS = 5K
Supply Adj = 2.2%
OMS = 5.11k

Purchase 5k
OMS from LP

Initial LP =
50k USDC/50k OMS
Initial Price = $1
LP After Trade =
55k USDC/45k OMS
Price after trade =
$1.22
Supply Adjustment
= 2.2%
Adjusted LP =
55k USDC/46k OMS
Price After supply adj.
= $1.19
Adjusted LP =
53.7k USDC/47.1k OMS
Price After Reserve
trade
= $1.14

Reserve
(Yield)

Initial Value =
50k USDC/50k OMS

Lending

USDC Deposit
(50k)

Initial Price = $1
After Deposit
0 USDC/50k OMS
Trade Additional
Supply
1.1k OMS @ $1.19 =
$1.3k USDC)

Price = $1.22
Supply Adjustment
= 2.2%
Adjusted Value
0 USDC/51.1k OMS

USDC (50k)

USDC Deposit
(1.3k)

Adjusted Value
1.3k USDC/50k OMS
After Deposit
0 USDC/50k OMS
Yield Claimable by
LP’s

USDC (51.3k)

USDC Yield
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USDC Tokens in the Reserve

Yield Distribution of USDC

The Reserve is initially seeded with USDC by
the OMS Team and will generate further USDC
through the mechanisms described in the
previous section.

•

Yield is paid in USDC.

•

Yield generated through the Reserve will
be fully distributed to Liquidity Providers
that have staked LP tokens through the
OMS platform.

All USDC collected by the Reserve will be
deposited into a lending pool to generate
additional yield for holders. Whilst it is
expected that this yield generation will
take effect immediately, rewards will be
accumulated for the first six months prior to
distribution to allow for compounded growth.

In summary, the OMS Reserve system provides
for ongoing value generation whilst providing
a mechanism for price stability.

OMS
(Stable)

OMSX
(Yield)

ALGORITHMIC
STABLE COIN
*Rebases based on a
multicurrency peg

REFLECTIVE YIELD
TOKEN
*% of fees generated
PURPOSE
Earning through fees on
OMSX transactions, OMS
AI and Interest

PURPOSE
OMS Ecosystem main
coin (Liquidity and
stable-coin)

Reserve

OMSX - 1000
OMS - 100,000
USDC - 400,000

Lending
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OMS ASSET INDEX (AI)
The OMS AI represents a fundamental shift in the accessibility of traditional markets to the
distributed finance community. Fully decentralised by design, this will present a mechanism for
users to speculate on the price movements of any asset in any asset class that is currently listed
in a recognised index or exchange.
Asset investment in certain classes has been difficult to attain for the normal investor. For
example, if an investor is interested in the future price of Lithium, there is no easily accessible
way to take a position on that price, without exposure to real life ownership or complex financial
instruments such as Futures.
Derivatives are markets that enable a user to speculate on the price movements of assets without
buying or selling the underlying asset. Instead, the user is trading a market that tracks the price
of the asset.
The OMS AI provides an index of prices based on crypto derivatives of assets indexed to the realtime market price, allowing for traders to take positions.

Forex Market Example

Index Establishment

The world’s most traded financial market
is Foreign Exchange (Forex). The market
operates 24 hours and is highly volatile
with over $6.6 trillion dollars daily turnover
according to a 2019 survey.

The most traded currencies pairs are EURO/
USD, USD/YEN, USD/GBP and USD/YUAN.
At the establishment of the OMS AI Forex
Index, these pairs would be created through
a crypto-currency derivative, for example:
O-EURO / USDC, with each currency in the
pair indexed to a Forex price feed.

Market Price Feed

OMS AI Derivative

EURO/USD
1.00/ 1.20

EURO/USDC
1.00/ 1.20

Each Derivative Pair is created as a contract on the blockchain, enabling contract
interactions with the OMS AI Platform using decentralised Web3 infrastructure .
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Trading
Once created, traders can speculate on
the price movement of the underlying pair
through each unit of movement. In the Forex
example, real time trading of currencies is
derived in units called Pips, with a Pip being
the fourth number after the decimal point for
the majority of currency pairs. In the EUR/USD
example a Pip would be considered as 1.2001.
In the OMS scenario a user would buy an OMS
Asset Index Token (AIT) to speculate on the
movement of each Pip (One AIT is equal to 1
USDC).

•

If the price moves against User A’s
position, the User A posts a loss

•

The amount of loss is based on the
collateral the user has posted. Max loss
in this scenario is a 10 Pip negative move
($100)

OMS AI Fees - OMSX
The OMS AI generates fees through the spread
initiated in each contract (Buy Price – Sell
Price).
•

In the above scenario, the price to Buy was
higher than the price to Sell.

•

The difference in the price is the spread,
the spread represents the fees collected by
OMS AI.

•

The collected fees are deposited back to
the Reserve, with 80% of all fees shared
amongst Token Liquidity Providers in the
form of OMSX tokens.

For example:
•

User A wants to speculate on the price of
EUR/USD.

•

User A post $100 Collateral.

•

User A is quoted a spread - buy price of
1.2001 and a sell price of 1.1999.

•

User A buys 10 O-EURO/USDC AIT’s ($10).

•

The price moves to 1.2005, a difference of
3 Pips to the Sell price. A price movement
of 1 Pip results in $10 profit for a move in
User A’s favour, resulting in a $30 gain.

In summary, OMS AI enables several uses
cases, including price speculation as described
above, but also hedging against a price risk in
an underlying asset owned by the user. The
OMSX and OMS token will form a key element
of the OMS AI infrastructure, providing Yield
and Utility to the OMS ecosystem.

NEW BUY 1.2006

Price Movement -5 Pips
NEW MID 1.2005
NEW SELL 1.2004

Price at which USER A can sell (Gain of 3 Pips)

1.2003

Price (P)

1.2002
BUY 1.2001
MID 1.2000
SELL 1.1999
1.1998
1.1997
1.1996
1.1995
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Price at which USER A can buy
Spread
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TOKENOMICS
Supply Distribution
Total Supply

Locked Supply

Circulating Supply

Starting Price

OMS
Unlimited *Elastic Based on
Supply/Demand
$1.00

Initial Liquidity Locked for 12 Months – Team Tokens

400,000

Seed Investment Locked for 3 months

200,000

Pre-sale

1,000,000

Development OMS AI Development, Audits

800,000

Reserve Locked initial Reserve supply

100,000

Ecosystem Mining Programs, Integrations
Total Initial Supply

2,500,000

5,000,000
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FUTURE PLATFORM
DEVELOPMENT
MAY 2021
•

OMS Launch

Q2 2021
•
•

OMS Multi-currency
Price Peg
OMSX Launch

Q3 2021
•

Q4 2021
•
•

OMS AI mainnet
OMS AI Expansion
(additional Indices)
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OMS AI Beta Launch
with Forex/Crypto
Index

